
INDUSTRIAL WASHING MACHINE



Rated Capacity  (Kg)

Cylinder D x L  (mm)

Cylinder Speed  (Rpm)

Motor Power (Kw)

Machine Weight

Dimension ( L x W x H )(mm)

Model

15 50 70 100 200

540 x 800 800 x 1000 1000 x 1080 1067 x 1172 1120 x 1850

44 33 33 32 31

0.75

400

1.5

800

3 

1300

4 

1400

7.5

2700

840 x 1500 x 1240 1060 x 1620 x 1475 1500 x 1930 x 1650 1540 x 2065 x 1715 1700 x 2780 x 1900

XGB -15 XGB -46 XGB -70 XGB -92 XGB -200

Rated Capacity  (Kg)

Drum (D x H)  (mm)

Drum Speed  (Rpm)

Motor Power (Kw)

Machine Weight

Dimension ( L x W x H )(mm)

Model

15 50 60 100

540 x 240 880 X 350 1000 x 380 1067 x 460

1300 1000 850 800

2.2

300

4

1100

5.5

1260

5.5

1300

1000 x 1000 x 585 1725 x 1420 x 840 1860 x 1500 x 870 1860 x 1500 x 965

TG - 15 TG - 46 TG - 60 TG - 92

Industrial Washing Machine

Our Industrial Washing Machine makes possible to clean large volume of garments & linens at one time. 

A rigid construction made by heavy & high quality stainless steel.

The inner basket, the outer drum end plates, safety guards and control panel are constructed using stainless steel.

The reduction pulley system or gear box with pulley ensures a smooth and soft drive.

Hot forged end flange shafts long life.

Unique design which consists of raising the door height above the center of the drum, increases liquor 

holding capacity, which leads to better loading ratios.

Calibrated level indicator to control water level.

Large cast-iron drainage ensures quick release of water and very low maintenance.

Hydro Ex t r ac to r :

Our Hydro extractor machines are designed to remove excess water swiftly with minimum vibration and noise.

The perforated basket is made of stainless steel in standard size and in different gauges according to the size 

of the machine. It consists of top flange made of stainless steel and bottom flange of robust cast iron lined with 

stainless steel sheet, which is well balanced statistically and dynamically. With 3-leg and suspension structure, 

the machine has good anti-vibration efficiency. It is equipped with starting wheel to protect the motor. 


